
Honeywell Remote Building Manager

THE FUTURE 
OF BUILDING  
CONTROL 
HAS LEFT 
THE BUILDING
Take building management to the cloud for  
greater simplicity, uptime, and control 



BUILDING MANAGEMENT 
MADE EASY 
It turns out that a cloud-based building 
management system (BMS) still gives  
you the control and automation you  
expect – but with greater convenience  
and consistency. 

One site or multisite 
Manage your building from a wide 
variety of devices with a visual interface 
that lets you see conditions, manage 
scheduling and alarms, and drill down 
to details about points and equipment.  

Improved uptime 
Mobile alerts help you respond to alarms 
faster and make changes remotely. 
And since the system is always current 
and maintained, it’s more stable too.  

Always up to date 
You’re always running the latest software, 
which means you’ll always have the 
latest capabilities and data security.    

Cybersecure 
As a leading developer of cybersecurity 
for operational technologies in buildings, 
we incorporate data security and best 
practices into our software by design. 

Who says the system that manages your building ought to be  
installed in your building? 
 
Remote Building Manager is faster to deploy, easier to use,  
simpler to scale and adapt – and more affordable. And 
when your building is easier to manage, it’s easier to achieve 
strategic goals such as sustainability and building health.

HONEYWELL 
REMOTE BUILDING 
MANAGER

VISUALIZE YOUR DATA TO SEE RESULTS 
The ability to visualize important information about comfort, energy use, and alarms  
makes it easier to manage a building, both for new users and those with longstanding  
BMS expertise. 

Our intuitive dashboard gives you clear, meaningful graphics of real-time building 
conditions as well as analysis of trends and the key performance indicators (KPIs) you 
need for initiatives such as occupant experience, building health, and sustainability.
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ANY TYPE OF BUILDING, 
LEASED OR OWNED
From new construction to retrofits, 
deployment is fast and nonintrusive 
without disrupting operating hours.

• Offices

• Multisite portfolios

• Schools and universities

• Hospitals and clinics

• Hotels and event centers

• Financial centers

• Civic buildings

• Retail and small commercial

BUILDING MANAGEMENT 
MADE AFFORDABLE 
Making building control pragmatic 
means making it cost effective, too. 

That’s why Remote Building Manager is 
designed as a subscription service: No 
site license, no server, and no on-site IT 
needed to run or maintain it. Just pay  
for the capabilities you need via your  
operating budget. 

As a cloud-based system, you can add  
and remove sites and capabilities at any  
time, starting with the overall level of  
service you need:

MINI SUBSCRIPTION

• Options to connect to the cloud: 
1. A secure gateway application  
     running on an existing  
     Niagara-based BACnet controller

•  Up to 1 device / 50 points

• Ideal for small multisite needs:  
small medical clinics, district  
heating / cooling, remote  
boiler-room control, small retail

MIDI SUBSCRIPTION

• Options to connect to the cloud: 
1. A secure gateway device  
     communicating to on premise  
     hardware via BACnet  

2. A secure gateway application  
     running on an existing  
     Niagara-based BACnet controller 

• Up to 50 devices /  2,500 points

• Ideal for single or multisite:  
Offices, retail, education, civic 
buildings, healthcare clinics

MAXI SUBSCRIPTION

• Options to connect to the cloud: 
1. A secure gateway application  
     running on an existing  
     Niagara-based supervisor

• Up to 50 devices / 5,000 points

• Ideal for single or multisite:   
hospitals, shopping malls,  
large commercial

AN ECOSYSTEM OF ADVANCED 
CAPABILITIES 
As part of our broader Honeywell Forge 
platform for analytics and Internet of 
Things (IoT) capabilities, Honeywell 
Remote Building Manager also makes it 
easy to add and remove other services 
from the Honeywell Forge ecosystem.

For instance, you can activate modules 
that add AI-driven optimization for  
carbon and energy management, space  
utilization, indoor air quality, building  
health, and more.

SAME-DAY DEPLOYMENT 
With plug-and-play simplicity for 
Honeywell controllers, integration for 
third-party systems, and automated 
mapping to create a digital twin of your  
building, the system can be installed and  
configured in just a few hours – rather  
than multiple days.
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Let’s make building management easier
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